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TeatroGoya is the avant-garde space for the celebration of every 
kind of events in Madrid.

Located in the estate where the great Aragonese painter lived, “La 
Quinta de Goya” (or “La Quinta del Sordo”), beside Manzanares river 
and just 10 minutes from Puerta del Sol, an icon of avant-garde in 
Madrid, TeatroGoya is a multi-space concept created to offer the 
city of Madrid a unique and exclusive place to celebrate all kinds 
of events.

From exclusive meetings for a limited number of people to 
multitudinous events for 1,500 people, offering the best service 
and the most exclusive quality whatever the dimension is.

In TeatroGoya eight different spaces, fully equipped and integrated 
between them, have been designed so that every meeting or event 
represents a success for your company. Multi-space
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Teatro Goya

PRIVATE UNCOVERED AND COVERED PARKING WITH A CAPACITY UP TO 
400 VEHICLES

C/ Sepúlveda 3 y 5, 28011 Madrid, C.C. La Ermita

Puerta del Ángel (L6) 10 minutes

5 minutes138, 25 y 17

2 minutesBICIMAD 223

10 minutes to Centre 
of Madrid

30 minutes to Centre 
of Madrid

TeatroGoya is in an exceptional location. It is located in the “La Quinta 
de Goya” estate, by the Manzanares river, where the famous painter 
lived and is only ten minutes away from the “Puerta del Sol”.
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9 LAFRAGUA
Size ...................................................290m2

Pax ........................................50 +30 + 30

SALADOSDEMAYO
Pax ........................................................... 109
Screen .............................................9x5m

SALAERMITADELSANTO
Pax ............................................................ 118
Screen .............................................9x5m

ESPACIOBURDEOS
Size ....................................................575m2

Cocktail Pax .....................................540 
Banquet Pax ....................................350
Auditorium Pax..............................350
Rotatory platform

ESPACIOLUCIENTES
Size ...................................................400m2

Cocktail Pax .....................................400 
Banquet Pax ....................................300
Auditorium Pax..............................300

ESPACIOVIP
Size ....................................................135m2

Cocktail Pax ..................................... 100

ANTESALA
Size ................................................... 200m2

Cocktail Pax ......................................150 

ELCAPRICHO 
Size ................................................1000m2

Cocktail Pax ...................................1200 
Banquet Pax ....................................700
Roofed area

SALAGOYA 
Pax ...........................................................538

Reduced Mobility...................8
VIP Pax ..........................................18

Screen .......................................... 18x8m
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SALAGOYA is the key space of TeatroGoya. It is equipped with the 
highest technology in Image and Sound. It includes a professional 
large format screen (18 x 8 m). By means of its image and sound system 
it is possible to reproduce the customer’s multimedia files or incorporate 
high technology wireless microphones.

It has 538 business seats ideal for conferences or work sessions. Its 
ergonomics and comfort allow long sessions without causing fatigue to 
the participants. Its 2 VIP box seats (18 pax) allow you to distinguish your 
special guests and offer them a bar service or catering by their exclusive 
access.

It has a great dimension stage (20 x 4,5 m) with the possibility of 
expansion. Thanks to that and to the fact that it can be accessed from 
the street, it becomes ideal for the presentation of vehicles. It is optional 
to incorporate all kinds of spectacular illumination effects, thanks to its 
mechanical and electrical infrastructure. Technological

       538 Pax 18 VIP Pax 8 Red. Mob. Screen 18X8 m
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SALADOSDEMAYO is ideal for hearings, press conferences or small 
presentations.

It is equipped with the highest technology in Image and Sound. It 
includes a professional large format screen (9 x 5 m). By means of 
its image and sound system it is possible to reproduce the customer’s 
multimedia files or incorporate high technology wireless microphones.

It has 109 business seats ideal for conferences or work sessions. Its 
ergonomics and comfort allow long sessions without causing fatigue 
to the participants.

It has some space under the screen ideal for the dictation of conferences 
or for giving training courses.

       109 Pax                    Screen 9X5m 
Comfort
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SALAERMITADELSANTO is similar to SALADOSDEMAYO but it has a 
capacity for 118 pax. It is ideal for hearings, press conferences or small 
presentations.

It is equipped with the highest technology in Image and Sound. It 
includes a professional large format screen (9 x 5 m). By means of 
its image and sound system it is possible to reproduce the customer’s 
multimedia files or incorporate high technology wireless microphones.

It has 118 business seats ideal for conferences or work sessions. Its 
ergonomics and comfort allow long sessions without causing fatigue to 
the participants.

It has some space under the screen ideal for the dictation of conferences 
or for giving training courses.

       118 Pax                     Screen 9x5m 
Ergonomics
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This is, without a doubt, the central and the most versatile space in TeatroGoya. It is 
a multifunctional space that can be adapted to a great number of purposes, such 
as: exhibitions, multitudinous receptions, cocktails, banquets or product launches 
in a select but informal atmosphere.

The equipment, its modern architecture and the possibility of illuminating the 
space with any color facilitate the complete personalization of the space to 
show the brand image.

It has two exclusive bars, cloakroom and two spetacular screens that can breathe 
life your events. To celebrate banquets, it is possible to install until 35 tables for 10 
guests.

Multifunctional

575 m2                      Cocktail
540 Pax                       

Auditorium
350 Pax                       

Rotatory 
platform
                       

Banquet
350 Pax                       
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Next to ESPACIOBURDEOS we can find another hall, specially created 
for different uses. This is a 400 m2 room. Its versatility allows all sorts of 
actions both as an annex or individually. It has its own access directly 
from the street and views to ELCAPRICHO.

This hall also has a ramp facilitating the access of vehicles and 
great volume objects.

Versatility

400 m2                      Cocktail
400 Pax                       

Auditorium
300 Pax                       

Banquet
300 Pax                       
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To give your VIP guests the most distinguished treatment, TeatroGoya 
offers you this singular space, decorated as an authentic lounge bar 
for private use.

This space can be directly accessed from the outside and it is 
communicated with the ESPACIOBURDEOS. 

It has exclusive furniture and a dedicated bar counter.

Singular
135 m2                      Cocktail 

100 Pax                       
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TeatroGoya has a multifunctional space located in the access to the 
auditoriums for their joint or exclusive use.

It is a lounge bar conceived to offer your guests a reserved area or to 
be used as a welcome area for the different auditoriums.

This hall is equipped with an exclusive bar counter, cloakroom and 
designer furniture.

Exclusiveness
200 m2                      Cocktail 

150 Pax                       
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ELCAPRICHO is TeatroGoya´s outdoor area. It has more than 1.000 
m2 of green zone in the heart of Madrid.

It is a great venue to celebrate all kinds of events, incentives, banquets, 
cocktails and outdoor activities.

ELCAPRICHO has independent access and vehicle exhibition 
possibilities. It has a kitchen for catering services and communicates 
with indoor rooms.

1000 m2                      Cocktail 
1200 Pax                       

Banquet
700 Pax                       

OutdoorRoofed 
area                      
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LAFRAGUA is the new area of TeatroGoya. It has three private open 
rooms with 50m2 each. This space is ideal for workshops, board 
meetings, small seminars or any flexible set-up arrangements you 
would need. 

It is provided with a direct access through ESPACIOLUCIENTES, 
giving an extra addition to the venue that completes your entire 
event. You can use it as an independent area as well because of the 
other access through ELCAPRICHO.

We added three more offices for small meetings and an extra office 
to give the whole area a perfect fit.

290 m2                      

Workshops

110 Pax                    
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We have our own gastronomy service; TeatroGoya Catering by 
chef Juan Pozuelo. The passion, love and involvement of the entire 
team in this project is reflected in the service to customers.

We offer a wide range of services: breakfasts, cocktails, banquets 
which are completely personalized for all kinds of events.

We also have different gastronomic activities so that your event 
becomes a truly stimulating and immersive experience. A fun form 
of interaction for all attendees, creating new communication ties 
through gastronomy.

COFFEEBREAK SPANISHWINE COCKTAILMENU SEATEDMENU FOODSTATIONS OPENBAR SHOWCOOKING
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TeatroGoya offers you integral 
technical support for all kinds of 
events.

TeatroGoya has numerous elements 
and customizable supports to turn 
your event in one of a kind.

TeatroGoya is located in a complex 
provided with a private high capacity 
parking.

TeatroGoya has private spaces such 
as dressing rooms and production 
office.

TeatroGoya also offers you:

 � Security Services  � Hostesses  � Cloakroom  � Furniture Rental  � Graphic Design  � Photo & Video  � Entertainment
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with sustainability in events
At TeatroGoya we are committed to respect and care for the environment and our social 
surroundings, the promotion of the positive economic impact of our activities and the 
Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations 2030 Agenda.

WE SEPARATE OUR WASTE SELECTIVELY WE MAINTAIN GOOD RELATIONS WITH OUR 
STAKEHOLDERS

WE HAVE MINIMIZED OUR ELECTRICITY 
CONSUMPTION BY INSTALLING ENERGY-
EFFICIENT EQUIPMENT

WE HIRE WORKERS AND SUPPLIERS FROM OUR 
LOCAL ENVIRONMENT

WE USE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 
CLEANING PRODUCTS WITH LOW 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT.

WE TRAIN AND RAISE AWARENESS AMONG OUR 
SUPPLIERS AND EMPLOYEES

WE USE ELECTRICITY FROM 100% 
RENEWABLE SOURCES

WE HAVE ELIMINATED OUR ARCHITECTURAL 
BARRIERS

WE HAVE WATER SAVING SYSTEMS IN OUR 
FACILITIES

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE LIFE CYCLE OF 
OUR FURNITURE ELEMENTS

WE ENCOURAGE OUR CUSTOMERS
TO PARTICIPATE AND BE PART OF OUR COMMITMENT
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NH Ribera del Manzanares VP Plaza España Barcelo Torre Madrid Riu Hotel

https://www.nh-hotels.com/hotel/nh-madrid-ribera-del-manzanares?utm_campaign=local-gmb&utm_medium=organic_search&utm_source=google_gmb&_ga=2.132386446.1847491982.1560444467-643414331.1560444467
https://www.plazaespana-hotel.com/en/
https://www.barcelo.com/en-gb/barcelo-hotels/hotels/spain/madrid/barcelo-torre-de-madrid/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=my_business&utm_content=h395
https://www.riu.com/es/hotel/espana/madrid/hotel-riu-plaza-espana/index.jsp?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=my_business&utm_content=ZES
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